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Introducing "The Trillium"
A “greener” type of greenhouse...

The Trillium is made with a special Redwood material - 
small pieces of redwood are glued and fused into longer, 
stronger components - similar to a laminated beam. Using 
redwood shorts helps save trees and reduces our carbon 
footprint. 

Our unique laminated redwood frame uses All Clear Heart 
Redwood, the part that is truely “red”, for superior 
durability and rot resistance. This greenhouse will last and 
look beautiful for years!

The Trillium greenhouse kit uses standard window glass in 
the walls and twin wall polycarbonate in the roof for 
strength, energy efficiency and great light diffusion.

Sturdi-Built Greenhouses has been building high-quality 
greenhouse kits in Portland, Oregon for 50 years. We use 
only American grown and made materials. 



Superior Greenhouse design based on 50 
years of experience building greenhouses. 

Long lasting, strong Clear All Heart 
laminated redwood greenhouse frame and an 18” 
Redwood and Cedar basewall with built in vents. 

Quiet, humidity conserving, natural ventila-
tion using basewall and greenhouse roof vents. 

Standard window glass walls for clear 
viewing. 

Energy efficient and impact resistant twin 
wall polycarbonate roof glazing. 

Exclusive Thermal Option (double glazing) 
available for extra energy efficiency.

Ample greenhouse height with lots of 
vertical space for hanging plants and shelves. 

This greenhouse kit comes ready to install 
on your prepared site, with everything you need 
to create the perfect environment for your plants.

















Freight charges extra. Allow $100+ for Portland Metro area

*Basic accessory pkg: 2-24”wide full length pipe leg slat benches, 
Oscillating fan,120 V electric heater, Automatic Roof Vent Opener and 
Min/Max Thermometer.

**Deluxe accessory pkg: 2 double-tier 24” full length wood benches, two 
sidewall shelves, plant hanging bar, Oscillating fan,120V Electric heater 
with remote heavy duty thermostat, Min/Max thermometer & Automatic 
Roof Vent Opener. 
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The Trillium Features:




